G.A.Shanholt has proved in
stability theorems for a difference equation. It is the aim of this paper to prove similar results for the equation of iterative type (1) (f(t(x)) = g(x,<p(x)).
Throughout the paper we will assume the hypothesis (H^) (p : I -H, f : I -I, g : I * X -H, I = (0 f b), H is an open conneated subset of Banach space B and f, g are continuous functions., Moreover f is strictly increasing in (0,b) and 0 < f(x) < b for x 6 I.
In this paper we adopt the following notation N(A,E) -{xs d(x,A) < e} ; K {o} .-1 {o} t § is strictly increasing, continuous function and. $(0) = for a function <p:I -»H f a set G C H and £ >0 the relation d(lf t G) <E denotes that for every xel we have d((f>(x) ,G) < £$ I 0 = [f(x Q ), xj for x 0 e 11 co : -H will denote a continuous function suoh that T o o <p 0 (f(x Q )) = g(x 0 ,y Q ), where y Q is an arbitrary point of the set H and = 7 0 í ^>(x,x 0 ,y 0 ,y 0 ) will denote a continuous solution of equation (1) defined on (O f x 0 H and such that = -443 Remark 1.
Observe that under the hypothesis (H^) for given x 6 I, y Q e H a solution <f (x,x 0 ,y 0 , <p Q ) exists, because H as an open and connected subset of Banach space is arc-connected, then there exists an arc from the point (x 0 ,y 0 ) to the point (y 0 ,g(x 0 ,y 0 )) which may be extended "by equation (1) 2. We will adopt following definitions, which are in the spirit of definitions given by G.A.Shanholt in [1^, with necessary and natural modifications. Definition 1.
Let G c h be a closed subset of H. We say (i) G is stable if for every x Q 6 I and £ > 0 there exists a S = Six t e) >0 such that d(<p 0 ,G) < S implies that <plx,x 0 ,y 0 ,<p 0 ) exists and d((p(x,x 0 ,y 0 ,<p 0 ) ,G) < £ ; (ii) G is uniformly stable if it is stable and 6 in (i) is independent of x Q ; (iii) G is asymptotically stable if it is stable and if for every x Q € I there exists Tj > = y (x Q ) >0 such that d (<f 0 » G ) < 7 implies d((f>(x,x 0 ,y 0 ,<p 0 ),G) -as x-•O; (iv) G is uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable, and V) in (iii) is independent of x Q and limit is uniform in x 0 ,y 0 ,<f 0 (t) (t 6 I Q ), for (x 0 ,y 0 , V» Q (t)) € 61» N(G,1?) *N(G,17). Let x = f n (t Q ) for a t Q e IQ, n a positive -integer (it follows from hypothesis (H^) that x Q and t Q exist) and let d(<f(f n (t 0 )i) ,G) < e Q for n > n > 0. It implies that V(x,<p(x)) exists. Now let as compute
which contradicts our supposition.
How we prove the second part of the theorem.
For an x Q we chose *?(x 0 ) < min(ol,<5) (where S satisfies the definition of stability of G). (ii)). It is easy to verify that if V is decrescent with respect to the set G, then it also fulfils property (B). |3e 0 Then d(y,G) < 6 implies V(x 0 ,y)< -.
Further argument does not differ from the one used to establish Theorem 1. This completes the proof.
